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We always ask ourselves whenever
this type of tragedy happens. Could
this tragedy have been avoided? I
suppose in due time we may know
investigation details of what might
have happened.
Regardless, it will never bring those
Athletes back, but should be a lesson
to focus on continued efforts to keep
producing vehicles to make roadways
much safer.

I am writing this letter with good
cause. Along with the rest of Canada
we are grieving the horrendous tragedy
involving lost lives, regarding some of
the players of the Humboldt Broncos
Hockey Team. Auto Manufacturers
are spending millions if not billions
to create self driving (Autonomous)
vehicle. I believe in future stepping up
by manufacturers to produce vehicles
that will have greater safety systems to
save lives. At the same time, perhaps
focus for present day awareness has been
lost. At least that’s what it seems.

We have an early start to develop the
Autonomous Transporation, we have
vehicles being manufactured at present
day with all the glorious electronics
available to boggle the mind. And yet,
My question along with many others, we are still moving along in the dark.
Is there more that can be done to avoid What I am referring to is that we
this sort of tragedy?
cont’d on page 2
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already have the technology to avoid
possible tragedies. Would you not
agree? Some of this technology could be
installed on present and older vehicles
that are already on our roadway.
Present day robot like electronics,
should be utilized to keep our
roadways safer and save more lives. It
is pleasing to know car manufacturers
are heading in that direction.
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cont’d from page 1

I have my own story how radar saved
me and my fishing buddies while
boating on Georgian Bay, when a
dense fog enveloped us half way across
Nottawasaga Bay on the way back
to the Marina in Collingwood. One
minute we could see, and the next
minute we were blind. A blip on the
radar screen indicated a fast moving
object heading directly toward us.

After monitoring for a few minutes,
I determined we were on a collision
course and that the target was coming
at us very fast. We cut speed and
altered course, keeping our eyes glued
to the radar screen to make sure we
created enough space between us and
It tought us how to boat safely, Chart, whatever was inbound.
and the use of a Radar unit. We had
a Garmin. So where am I going with A moment later, a fast moving cruiser
this? Well, I would like to elaborate to charged out of the swirling fog,
flew past 50 yards off our bow and
the best of my knowledge concerning
disappeared again in the cloud bank.
a piece of electronic equipment that
Had it not been for the radar, we
possibly can be utilized on roadway
probably would have collided.
vehicles. Perhaps in a different
configuration but similar with the
What I’m suggesting is; Why can you
working aspect of it.
not install the same technology
to suit vehicles? Especially big rigs,
Let me explain how it works. Dome
radars use Doppler processing to detect and busses. I have driven across
the Prairies and at times it is very
moving targets in real time, helping
deceiving (optical illusion type) when
users avoid potential collisions, find
approaching intersections.
flock of birds, and track weather.
I do not proclaim I have all the
answers, but let me expand a little of
what little knowledge I do have. From
past training to avoid circumstances
while boating, my wife and I both
took a CPS Course.

Upon detection, Motion Scope
highlights the moving targets on the
radar display with an easy to see colour
so users can navigate around other
boats or severe weather.

Even though there are warnings well
in advance before you approach the
intersection, would it not be reassuring
to know ahead of time that you might
be on a collision course as was our case
that day on the water.

When the Echo Trails setting is turned
Big rigs, busses and coaches are on
on, a fading “trail” can help easily
the road long periods of time whether
identify the direction of the moving
targets and potential collision threats. on built up areas, country roads or
landscape such as Saskatchewan has.
The Garmin Radar unit we had
They deserve more than just electronics
on our vessel operated both Fantom
that tell their employers their GPS
radomes which offered excellent
location or whether they are moving
range performance from 20 feet to
48 nautical miles and has the ability or not. And, how about bus drivers
that carry precious cargo in the form of
to see both close and long range
humans?
simultaneously.
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All I’m saying is perhaps these vehicles
could be equipped with such a radar
technology. Perhaps not to the extent of
vessel type radars, but something along
the same lines to warn of a possible
collision course.
My, and my family’s hearts go
out to the families in Humboldt,
Saskatchewan.
How about the Automakers,
Government, and Ministry of
Transport band together and show the
families in Humboldt that you will
take the bull by the horns and show
them that something can be done
in the way of radar installation in
vehicles afore mentioned.
You already have the technology
otherwise they would not be on vessels.
The technology is there, or could it be
the excuse of expense that gets in the
way? If that is the case tell yourselves;
is it worth more than human lives or
animals for that matter?
Lo and behold after a little bit of
digging I came across a very interesting
unit. The world’s first cycling radar.
The Garmin Varia helps create a
safer cycling environment by warning
cyclists of vehicles approaching from
behind up to 153 yards (140 metres).
The radar tail light also warns
approaching vehicles of a cyclist ahead.
Works independently or integrates
seamlessly with compatible Edge
computers. Edge computer or Varia
head unit can show multiple vehicles
and indicates the relative speed of
approach and threat level.
It is available at Sport Chek,, cost
$199.99.This type of radar technology
probably has a higher cost for vehicles;
perhaps money well spent, and
should be made mandatory, especially
commercial vehicles and busses.
			Sincerely,
			Ed Taccone

visit our website at https://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org/
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Rescuing Jaguars and Other Aniamls By Peter T. Pontsa

It’s always fascinating how many
times these British cars need to be
rescued from the ravages of time.
After their winter hibernation, our
cars have been reluctant to wake up
from their slumber.
My 2000 XK8 convertible needed a
new battery before jumping to life.
An overnight infusion by a battery
charger (defibrillator) got the 1997
XK8 Coupe going.
And only after exchanging the
wrong part did the coolant
temperature sensor in the 2004
S-Type begin to function.

E-Type Jaguar, a Corvette C1 and a the car belonged to Roland Urban,
Citroen.
the French Jaguar Drivers Club
President, who had an eye for
Mr. Schepens was fond of animals
and didn’t have any children, so he unique Jaguars.
decided to bequeath his cars to the
animal rescue centre in Ghent.

The special Michelotti bodied
XK-140 was sold on May 11th,
2018 by Bonham’s Auction House
for the sum of 356,500 EUROS.
The other cars will be sold later this
year in September. All proceeds will
be used to construct a new animal
centre and shelter.

Finally the 1970 E-type was
leaking in the driveway. Brake line
malfunction maybe? Thanks for a
diagnosis by Dr. Ed we discovered
the cooling overflow tank had been
overfilled. What a relief all the cats
are fine and well and behaving.
Thinking of these little hiccups,
brings me to a recent barn find in
Belgium where a very rare 1955
Jaguar XK-140 SE Coupe was
discovered languishing for many
years.
Mr. Schepens, a coach builder,
purchased the car in 1999 at a car
show in Brussels.

What he discovered was that the car
had a rare C-Type cylinder head and
C-Type exhaust system which was
mounted and exited the side of the
car before the rear wheel.
It’s likely that the accident in 1957
destroyed the original engine and
it was replaced by a C-Type engine
which had been retired from racing,
which makes this example extremely
rare and also in need of a rescue by
someone who truly loves Jaguars.
As spring unfolds on our property,
the branches and pinecones around
here are being picked up and
recycled. Branches are used for
kindling and the large pails of pine
cones have found themselves at
Procyon since pinecones are great
food for the squirrels.
Some of those pinecones have been

When I told Angela about Mr.
Schepens’ generosity, she was
quite charmed since she is a great
supporter of Procyon Wildlife
Rehabilitation and Education
Centre in Beeton, Ontario.
Originally built at Coventry the
Jaguar had a normal coupe body
numbered 286, with left-hand drive
and was delivered to France.

In 1957 the car had a serious
accident which left the body
unrepairable. At this point it was
shipped to Turin in Italy where
After a few years of service, he
coachbuilder Giovanni Michelotti,
decided the car required restoration. rebodied the car in an aluminum
Unfortunately, he passed away at the bespoke design.
age of 80 in 2016, leaving the Jaguar
unrestored and accompanied by 10 Apparently he produced three
XK 140 bodies around 1960 to
other cars in a run down barn.
1961, unique and different in
Other cars found in the barn were
every case. Sometime afterward
a Ferrari 308 GT 4, a series one
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saved for Angela who is fostering
seven baby black squirrels here at the
homestead.
While she takes care of those
animals I shall be taking care of
the other CATS that need to be
groomed and bathed and ready for
the road.
		

Peter T. Pontsa

visit our website at https://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org/
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Interesting Hockley Hill Climb History
Recently, HBCC member Rupert
Lloyd Thomas who has been
recording the history of Ontario Hill
Climbing, found a charming tidbit
in his archives about Alan Sands,
which he sent to Marlies and myself.

enthusiasm which was Alan’s
trademark. Please see page 5 for the
results.

Rupert was instrumental in
kickstarting the re-enactment of
the Hockley Hill Climb, and our
Ever the car racing enthusiast, Alan, former Club President, Peter Pontsa,
at the tender age of 21, entered his and now our current President have
Model T Ford in the October 3rd, continued this tradition.
1954 Hill Climb. Although, his
Of interest to this year’s volunteer
Model T did come in last (3:24:80), marshals, may be the “new system
we can well imagine that he raced
of returning cars back to the start,
with the spirit and undaunted
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with the use of two way radios”
which was reported by Roy Baker
about the October 1954 Hill Climb.
Many thanks to Rupert for
supplying this precious archival
information.
This year, on July 5th, the Run will
be done in honour of Alan. For
more details about the Run, please
contact Ed Taccone at:
info@headwatersbritishcarclub.org
The Editor

visit our website at https://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org/
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Interesting Hockley Hill Climb History
The Results
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Empty Garage

Last November I bought Anne a
MK VI Bentley in Beeton needing
much care... a real barn find and
it was her birthday! The plan
was to get it mobile and reliable
mechanically and leave the rest
as is. No worries about scratches
and where to park it and the trend
seems to be towards unrestored cars
anyway. Anne had failed her car
polishing /detailing exams and with
this one there would be no worries.
There is a sort of Army camouflage
look to it.

By Dorien Berteletti

Next the sunroof...a $2500 item as
quoted to me from Handler in CA,
so I asked on the RROC Forum
and one of my tech team offered me
one for free. He had been keeping a
spare “just in case” behind his garage
and felt my good work deserved
a reward... his only payment was
that when the occasion came up, I
would also pass on some car bits to
someone. I will be glad to do that.
In order to make room we decided
to take the Triumph to our TO
home and leave it there for the
winter as there was an empty garage
there. Empty garages are like walls
in your home without anything
connected to or with them, very
much a no-no.
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So, the space and time I had
planned for the Bentley was
allocated to the Triumph, leaving
an empty garage in TO. Got most
of my parts including new pistons,
sleeves and bearings from Moss
motors and over Christmas the
engine started to come together
again. The crank was salvageable,
but I had a perfect one in a spare
engine that had sized pistons.
Getting the rods undone in a seized
engine took some doing and at
first looked nearly impossible, but
eventually we got it done.

Davey... N.B. that inter alia, I also
put in a new fan belt, as you will see
in the picture graph! Anne helped in
getting the clutch/transmission lined
up and it did give us some grief, but
Some of us have fallen back on
eventually it was all lined up and
motorcycles our outboard engines to bolted in.
fill the gap/space...others may build
E bikes to lean against the wall.
Now here are some good examples
of why you should NEVER throw
anything out!!! The Bentley was
missing its sunroof and the front
bumper, and these items not to be
found in the Caledon/Orangeville
area! Even Ken Mason was out of
stock.
I had been keeping and old bent
bumper from a 1950 Talbot that I
once had. Many people asked me
why, and I just told them the right
car would come along one day. In
fact, I have had this bumper for
some 30+ years, and remembering
which tree it was propping up, I
took it over to the Bentley and it’s a
very nice fit! Lucky!

So off we set, Anne and I to take
the TR 3 to the Big Smoke...
me in the Triumph and Anne
following. Coming along on Hwy
9 East of Hwy 50, I detected a rod
bearing noise so after pulling over I
decided to head in to Beeton to the
Airdrome, as I have my plane there,
and a safe place to leave the car.

Meanwhile while waiting for the
The next day I picked it up with my parts for the Triumph, I started
trailer and got it to the Farm and a on the Bentley that was still on the
few days later I had the motor out
the trailer. Cleaned the 20 + years
and getting ready for a rebuild.

cont’d on page 7
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of gum from the gas tank, cleaned
up and fixed some of the seized
SU carb parts, stuck floats and got
it going. Incidentally I found out
that Ralph’s Triumph uses the same
distributor cap as the Bentley, so
Shelburne may be a source of parts
one day? The car now starts and
runs well and drives very nicely and
the only part left is to improve on
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cont’d from page 4

the brakes that are a little weak, but
after 20 + years I am lucky they
work at all!

steady 50 psi. So far, I have about 4
hrs running in time on it, and with
the strange weather we are having
The Triumph did not want to start it may be a while before I actually
after the rebuild but after sorting out drive it.
some intake manifold issues, it’s now Long story and I still have an empty
running very nicely, and the low oil garage in TO!
pressure (5-8 psi hot at idle) I had
Dorien Berteletti
had with it, has been replaced with a

Letter to the Editor
I was intrigued with our President’s plan
to build an E bike.
Obviously, it would be powered by a
Lucas motor, possibly using a starter
motor from an MG or a Bentley?
I mention a Bentley because the early
ones have a clutch... a marvellous piece!
It would help keep it British and Kimberly
may put it on the next poster.
Ed, please note it must be facing left!
						Dorien
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Insurance Appraisals

We had Mike Wilson at our last
meeting giving a presentation on
Lant/Hagerty Ins. and the various
benefits and the fact that they do
not require appraisals. He went
on to talk about how unregulated
the appraisal business is and the
benefits of dealing with Hagerty re
appraisals. This bit of information
was very misleading and shows a
lack of knowledge of the business.

like Haggerty that works with you
and creates one for free. I am not
advocating one way or another and I
prefer the Hagerty method because,
if they accept your valuation, then
they must stand behind it and not
hide behind an appraisal. I wanted
to share the “rest of the story” with
you.
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appraisal costs more than the taxes
you have to pay.
Isn’t that great!

Appraisals leads to Insurance talk,
and most Brokers want you to give
them all your business talking about
the many advantages and discounts.
The discounts are not that great, and
the problem arises when you have a
Speaking of appraisals, you need
claim or you are not happy with the
one when you buy an old car for
Broker or Insurance Company. You
A friend of mine, Dean Renwick
your tax payments at a Ministry
now have all your eggs in one basket
created P.A.V.E. some 25 + years ago office when changing the ownership. and it can be tricky, so I spread my
and it’s a very regulated appraisal
The average appraiser can’t do
cars out between three insurance
business with probably more than
this kind of appraisal and you
companies and for me it’s worked
50% of appraisers in Canada being may well need a P.A.V.E. appraiser
out very well.
licensed. Basically, there are 3
or one specially licensed by the
Ok for now...
choices: A licensed P.A.V.E. one,
Ontario Government. You could
an unlicensed one, or a Broker
find yourself in the case were the
Dorien Berteletti
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Upcoming Events

The Sponsors’ Corner

If you are thinking of organizing an event for our
2018 Driving Season, please contact our
Events Coordinator, Tom Hodgson.
May 26th Bill and Eilish Boston will be hosting a drive ending
at the new Grand Valley Distillery.
Helpers Tom and Jean Hodgson.
EOI* MG Car Club June 1st Spring Fling in Niagara
EOI* Caledon Canada Day Strawberry Festival
June 6th HBCC BBQ & Monthly Meeting
June 9th HBCC All British Classic & Antique Car Show
June 24th Run to Aberfoyle Antique and Collectibles Market
July 4th Potluck Monthly General Meeting
July 5th Annual Hockley Hill Climb
July 14th, Run to Newstadt
EOI - Brits in the Park, Lindsay
July 28th, Annual Rally
EOI* BBQ Fest in Gerogina
For Details of our HBCC Events and Events of Interest visit:
https://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org/index.php/events/
*EOI means Event Of Interest - Hosted by some other club

August 19th,
6th Annual Customer
Appreciation Pig Roast
For Details, Call David
Maguire
at 519-216-0138
*Toad Hollow is located at the
rear of 55 Townline, Orangeville
(enter off John Street)
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David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984
Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

RCR Realty, Brokerage

Independently Owned & Operated
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The Sponsors’ Corner

$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad; specs
required are 4.0” x 4.5”
$50.00 per annum for business card size; specs
required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg,
tiff, indd or pdf format.
A minimum of 6 issues per year will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed
here, please contact the Editor at:
newsletter@headwatersbritishcarclub.org

Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB
168 Broadway, Orangeville,
Ontario L9W 1K3
519-942-2880
3045 Southcreek Road, #27
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6
905-206-0004

http://www.dianecyrhomes.com/Home
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Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA)
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)
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